
 

 
  

                                                    Week ending: 17.06.2022 
 

Classes Name Reason 

FCC Olivia 
Olivia has had a fantastic week this week. She has worked especially hard in 

Maths, solving some tricky subtraction problems! 

FQC Leo 
Wow Leo, we are so super impressed with your writing at the moment. You 

have worked so hard with your phonics and this has translated into some really 
great writing. Your writing about Matisse the snail was great! 

1AW Cody 
For super artwork this week. Looking at lines and techniques to use in our 

Rousseau art. Super thinking and concentration. 

1GC Chloe  
Chloe had a super attitude during create day – she put a lot of effort into all her 
art work. She created a super piece of work in the style of Andy Goldsworthy. 

Well done Chloe.  

2HC Yvonne 

It was lovely to see how much Yvonne enjoyed create day. She had a fantastic 
attitude and really showed her talents throughout the day. She created an 

excellent logo which represented her. She took her time and the outcome was 
super! Well done, Yvonne! 

2MA Isabella 
Isabella has really shone brightly throughout our create topic and she has 

demonstrated excellent skills as well as producing some lovely pieces of work. 
Her paintings have been particularly impressive, well done Isabella. 

3SH Joseph 
We have been learning how to write kenning poems. Joseph went above and 

beyond with his poem and really impressed me. Well done 

3RM 
Lewis and 

George 

I have noticed that both Lewis and George have both started putting a lot of 
effort into their handwriting and presentation. I’m proud that they are trying 

hard with this. Well done 

4NM 

Amelia  
 
 

Henry  
 

Amelia for being an all-round good egg, keeping us cheerful by telling jokes and 
entertaining Ms Metcalf and making me smile and giggle.  

 
Henry for his Herculean efforts with handwriting and finally getting his pen 

Licence  



4LP Izzy 
I have put Izzy in Gold Book for her lovely descriptive writing. She has really 
impressed me with her vocabulary and punctuation. She has a great (scary) 

ending. Well done Izzy. 

5DP 

Rebekah  
 

  
  
  
  
  

Brody  
 

I am so impressed with Rebekah’s commitment to our school performance. She 
has more than 50 lines and has learnt then all off by heart. Not only that, but 

she listens really carefully to feedback during play practice, and remembers all 
of the things we’ve worked on together. You are a superstar, Bekah! We can’t 

wait to see you shine on stage.  
  

Brody has shown excellent commitment to our school performance. After 
struggling with some self-belief at the beginning, Brody has practised and 

practised and grown so much in confidence. Brody has a lot of funny lines to 
deliver during our play and he has the perfect delivery! We can’t wait to see you 

make everyone laugh and steal the show! Thank you, Brody.  

5NW 

Mantas 
 
 

Jigsaw Friend 
5NW 

Our create day generated lots of tidying up jobs. Mantas was the most fantastic 
classroom helper and took responsibility for making the classroom tidy. He 

made such a huge difference and deserves a shout out-well done! 
 

 This week we started our changing me puzzle. The class discussed their feelings 
about self-image and self-esteem in a mature and confident way. The children 

felt safe opening up as the whole class were so supportive, you made me so 
proud of you all 5NW! 

6SE 

Connor  
 

Jigsaw Friend 
Harry H 

Connor is in gold book because of his excellent attitude to writing this week. 
Even though it’s been a busy week writing, he has worked hard to improve his 

sentences and keep focused in every lesson. Well done Connor. 
 

Our jigsaw friend is Harry H, who has worked sensitively with lots of different 
children in class, helping them to improve their writing. 

6WW 

Darcy 
 
 

Jigsaw Friend 
Michaela 

Darcy has worked really hard on all subjects but Mrs. Swift and I have been 
stunned by her writing this last week. Darcy has listened to feedback and used 

this to improve her writing. Well done, Darcy. 
 

Our jigsaw friend is Michaela who has worked sensitively with lots of different 
children in class and helped them to improve their writing. Thank you, Michaela. 

 

Lunch time 
stars this 

week 

 

Our lunchtime stars this week are from 6WW 

 

Thank you to  

Elise, Toby, Jamie 

 Harriet, Josh ,Lily, Noah, Oliver 

Thomas, Reece 

 


